
 6.2 Naming and Classifying Elements            Date: 

Warm up: 

 

 

    Study Notes/Questions     An element is a pure substance that ________________________________ into  

 anything simpler;  contains only one kind of ___________________ 

 Every element has its own unique _______________________ 

 Some names come from the element’s Latin name 

 Lead: _____________  ,   Phosphorus: ______________   Iron: _____________ 

Symbols for Elements 
 

Every element is represented by ____________________________ 

The first letter is always ______________________________ 

The second letter (if present) is always_____________________ 

e.g.   Oxygen   ______,            Hydrogen    ____,           Helium  _____,   

         __________   C            ______________ Mg           ______________ Ra 

 

Properties of Elements 

 

All elements are different from each other and have ________________________ 

These _______________________ can be used in identifying different elements 

Elements with similar properties are often ______________________________ 

One common grouping is _____________________________________________  

Properties of Metals 

 shiny, malleable, ductile, good conductors of _____________________ 

 ___________________ at room temperature (except mercury) 

 usually ____________ than non-metals, active metals react with ___________ 

 very active metals ____________________________ to produce hydrogen gas  

e.g. 



6.2 Naming and Classifying Elements   

  Study Notes/Questions       Properties of Non-Metals 

 dull, likely to be _________________ 

 usually ________________________________________________ than metals  

 often _____________________________ at room temperature 

 poor conductors of ________________________________________ 

         e.g.  

       

        Properties of Metalloids 

 Exhibit qualities of both ____________________________________________ 

 Many are __________________________________, useful in electronics 

             e.g.   

 

 

Summary: (two to three sentences summarizing this section) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Self-Reflection 

Questions:   

 

1. Describe one thing you learned about this 

topic today. 

 

 

 

 

2. Describe one thing about this topic you 

want to learn in more detail.  

 

 
 



 6.3 Putting the Elements in Order            Date: 

Warm up: 

 

 

    Study Notes/Questions     Ordering by Properties 

By the mid 1800s scientists had identified _______________________, but there 

was no way of ___________________ them 

Some tried to classify the elements based on _________________________ or by  

how they _________________________ with other elements 

None of these systems seemed to work with ______________________________ 

 Dmitri Mendeleev 

When elements were listed by _______________________ he noticed that certain  

 

_____________________________ seemed to repeat with a regular pattern 

 

 

He wrote their __________________________ and listed their properties 

 

 

Put them in ______________________________ and when properties repeated he  

 

started a __________________________________ 

 

 

Early Periodic Table 

 

Horizontal rows __________________________had masses increasing left to right 

Vertical columns ____________________________ have common properties 

Gaps were left when properties did not match properties in ________________ 

Elements were predicted to fill _________________________ 

 

 

 



6.3 Putting the Elements in Order  

  Study Notes/Questions       Current Periodic Table 

Mendeleev’s table had _________________________________________ 

_____________________________ evolved through the work of others 

Now elements are ordered by _____________________________ not atomic mass 

The table in use today reached its current form in the ____________________ 

        

         

Summary: (two to three sentences summarizing this section) 

 

 

 

 

 

Self-Reflection 

Questions:   

 

1. Describe one thing you learned about this 

topic today. 

 

 

 

 

2. Describe one thing about this topic you 

want to learn in more detail.  
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